
Heart of Gold L itepaper
In the past couple of years, we’ve seen an unprecedented rise in the popularity of 

cryptocurrencies which was fueled by the introduction of NFTs - one of which is Heart 

of Gold (HoG).



*Note: This LitePaper is not a public offer.

Introduction to Heart of Gold
Heart of Gold is an extensive NFT project aiming to be more than mere JPEGs. The 

collection comprises 10,000 unique NFTs, each of which can be sold to the 

mysterious Deus ex Machina via a lottery mechanism already incorporated into the 

Heart of Gold smart contract. It is guaranteed that you can always sell your NFT, and 

your NFT never becomes worthless. The project, built on win-win gaming mechanics, 

ensures that everyone who mints an NFT has a chance to win.


Moreover, players have the opportunity to receive up to 100X for every NFT. All the 

game's mechanics are completely transparent and designed to be sustainable, 

addressing the downfall of many other NFT projects.

What is  Heart of Gold?
Heart of Gold is an expansive NFT collection where each NFT is unique and can be 

sold back to Deus Ex Machina with a buy-back coefficient related to the NFT's rarity 

rank. Owners of HoG NFTs can trade their pieces to Deus Ex Machina, an enigmatic 

entity that relies on HoG NFTs for sustenance. This process ensures returns up to 100X 

the initial minting price.


Participants may also sell their NFTs on secondary markets or retain them until the 

Super Lottery, which Heart of Gold intends to launch in the future.


The project currently operates on the BNB blockchain, known for its continuous 

evolution and adaptation to market changes. This ensures the platform can adapt to 

future NFT trends.


Furthermore, there are plans to extend Heart of Gold to additional blockchains, 

enhancing its potential.


Distinctly, Heart of Gold uses its NFTs similar to "lottery tickets," ensuring all players 

have winning opportunities while addressing issues like hyperinflation and deflation 

through NFT burning.



How is  HoG Different from Ex ist ing NFT 
Collections?
Many NFT projects and collections lack utility. Typically, participants are expected to 

simply hold their NFTs, doing nothing else until they decide to sell, or they can use 

their NFTs as profile pictures. However, Heart of Gold (HoG) stands out by offering 

players multiple ways to engage with their NFTs and potentially earn profits.


Players can hold onto their NFTs, sell them to Deus Ex Machina, or sell them on the 

secondary market. With the buy-back feature offering up to a 100x return, there is an 

incentive to retain them until prize pools are distributed. For those seeking a 

guaranteed way to profit from their NFTs, selling on the secondary market is an option. 

Another possibility is using your NFT as an entry ticket to the Super Lottery, which 

occurs every few months. This special event is available to all HoG NFT holders who 

have not sold their tickets to Deus ex Machina or on the secondary market, offering a 

chance to win exceptionally high rewards.


This structure creates a more sustainable ecosystem for players and investors, 

positioning HoG to address some of the significant challenges faced by other NFT 

projects.

The HoG NFT Exper ience
Now it’s time for us to look closely at the HoG NFT collections and what makes them 

so special in the first place.



The NFT Collection
The HoG NFT collection consists of 10,000 unique NFTs, each featuring a distinct 

combination of 37 traits. These NFTs possess unique qualities and rarity levels, with 

rarer NFTs potentially offering larger prizes and greater future value. Minting is 

completely random, eliminating the possibility of selecting a more valuable NFT 

intentionally.


The collection is extensive, and each piece boasts a unique, captivating design, 

ensuring that minters receive a high-quality and valuable NFT.


Players can accumulate HoG NFTs and retain them for the Super Lottery, a future 

event outlined in HoG's roadmap promising exceptionally high reward coefficients for 

participants who keep their NFTs as entry tickets.


However, holding onto NFTs until the Super Lottery is not the only strategy. Players 

have the option to sell their NFTs on the secondary market, where rare NFTs may yield 

significant profits.


Aside from acting as lottery tickets, there is another unique mechanic to this project, 

which we will discuss next.

Buy-back mechanism

The mechanism of Deus Ex Machina is simple. In our collection of 10,000 HoG, a prize 

grid is provided. The higher the uniqueness of your HoG, the higher the chance of 

receiving X2/X5/X100 according to the prize grid.


Once users purchase HoG NFT,  immediately after that find out the category of their 

ticket (a rarity). Each category has five ranks corresponding to the size of the prize.


Once a person has purchased HoG NFTs, the HoG NFT owner become a participant in 

the draw and are entitled to claim a reward. The Deus Ex Machina launch is carried out 

in several phases, for which you need to be subscribed to HoG news channels to not 

miss the draw. The maximum profit that a participating user can receive is 100X.


Before each phase, the HoG system will require a day to automatically generate ranks 

based on ticket characteristics. If the minting is stopped after half of the collection 

has already been minted, the winning coefficient will be recalculated in proportion to 

the total number of minted tickets.


Prize reward pools are formed from mining revenue and funds added directly through 

the smart contract. These funds cannot be withdrawn in any other way except as



When a NFT minting phase ends, our Deus Ex Machine launches. Legends abound, 

but trying your luck with her is worth it. Deus can purchase any offered HoG NFT, 

increasing its value up to 100 times. Act within 60 days of the minting phase or funds 

will expire.


Why does Deus do this?


The mysteries surrounding Deus abound. Some speculate that this enigmatic entity 

requires NFTs to sustain its life force, while others entertain their own theories 

regarding why one can sell all their NFTs to this entity.


Each HoG NFT comes with a unique set of attributes. Deus harnesses these attributes 

to assess the value of your cards whenever they're sold. This provides a means of 

generating profit without resorting to the secondary market or awaiting the Grand 

Lottery.

Deus  Ex Machina

designated prize rewards. Smart contracts guarantee it. Moreover, a portion of the 

minting revenue will go to development team and HoG brand.



Multichain
Multichain Integration:

Blast Chain: We're set to launch on Blast Chain, leveraging its high throughput and low 

transaction fees. Blast Chain's scalability and efficiency make it an ideal platform for 

hosting HoG's NFT marketplace and facilitating seamless transactions.


Base Chain: In addition to Blast Chain, HoG will establish a presence on Base Chain, 

tapping into its thriving ecosystem and user base. Base Chain's security and stability 

provide a solid foundation for HoG's operations, ensuring the integrity of our platform 

and users' assets.

Exploring Other Chains:

While Blast and Base Chains serve as our primary launch platforms, we're not stopping 

there. HoG is actively exploring opportunities to expand to other prominent chains in 

the crypto ecosystem. By diversifying our presence across multiple chains, we aim to 

reach a broader audience and enhance liquidity for HoG NFTs.

Benefits of the Multichain Approach:

 Accessibility: By launching on multiple chains, HoG ensures accessibility for users 

across different blockchain networks, eliminating barriers to entry and fostering 

inclusivity

 Liquidity: The multichain approach enhances liquidity by tapping into diverse 

liquidity pools and enabling cross-chain interoperability. This ensures efficient 

trading and greater market depth for HoG's NFTs

 Scalability: Leveraging the scalability of various chains allows HoG to 

accommodate growing demand without compromising performance or user 

experience.

The HoG Infrastructure
Another promising feature of HoG is its solid foundation. HoG has a great 

infrastructure which is one of the reasons why it will make huge waves in the NFT 

market. Here’s a quick look at the current HoG infrastructure and potential plans for 

the future.



Pr ize  D istr ibutioN
In the subsequent phase, HoG will commence prize distribution using a lottery system 

once minting concludes. Players will be categorized into various ranks based on the 

NFTs they've minted, with each rank corresponding to distinct rewards. 


The maximum reward per ticket during this phase can reach up to 100X, representing 

a substantial opportunity for participants. However, this phase will only commence 

once all NFTs are minted or at least half of them are acquired.

HoG Game Mechanics
Unlike other NFT projects, HoG is simple and easy to understand. While the 

infrastructure and theory can be quite complex to understand, figuring out the 

mechanics of the game is incredibly simple. Here’s how HoG works:

Randomized Minting
Currently, there are 10,000 NFTs available for minting in the HoG collection, marking 

the project's initial phase. This presents an exclusive opportunity to acquire HoG 

lottery ticket NFTs at the most favorable price point.


Players can now visit the official HoG website to mint tickets for 0.3 BNB each. To 

safeguard against phishing scams, HoG stresses the importance of exclusively 

minting NFTs through the official website, mitigating the risk of falling victim to 

scammers.


With 10,000 NFTs up for minting, each offering the potential for significant returns, 

players stand to earn up to a staggering 100X profit per NFT!

Future Br idges
While the current project is built on the BNB blockchain, it won’t stay that way forever. 

A huge part of HoG’s plans includes building bridges to other chains like Solana, 

Ethereum, and more. That way, the project becomes more accessible and universal.


HoG plans to expand into the top blockchains available today. That way, they can 

reach and serve a wider market. This isn’t something you see in the plans of other NFT 

projects and is a big reason why you might want to keep your eye on Heart of Gold.



Pr ize  Reward Pools
The final phase involves prize reward pools, which are funded by the proceeds from 

minting. These funds are automatically allocated through a smart contract, enhancing 

HoG's reliability and potential. 


While rewards cannot be withdrawn unless part of the designated prize pool, funds 

from minting income will also support the project team and brand, ensuring its 

sustainability and enhancing the collection's overall value.


